
 

WHAT WE THROW AWAY 
 

 



INTRODUCTION 

The Islander Green Team (IGT) is collaborating with the Environmental Council of Texas A&M              
University Corpus Christi (TAMU-CC) to determine the feasibility of improving the campus’ waste             
prevention, education and recycling programs. Part of this effort includes conducting waste audits             
throughout the Island campus. The purpose of this waste audit is to determine how much waste the                 
first floor of the University Center is currently sending to the local landfill that could otherwise be                 
reduced, reused, recycled, or composted. We chose to audit only the first floor in anticipation of a                 
large waste volume due to high student and faculty traffic.  

 

Photo 1: Islander Green Team volunteers during the waste sorting 
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What We Did 

On October 26th, 2019, the Islander Green Team, made up of student volunteers, sorted through               
waste from the University Center that was collected for disposal. The total amount of material               
collected weighed 81.8 pounds or approximately 170 gallons by volume.  

With the generous help from SSC custodial staff, the 1st floor University Center garbage was               
collected, set aside, labeled and separated into the following groups; recycling and trash. This              
report details the composition of the waste collected from these areas over a 24 hour period. For                 
health and safety concerns, bathroom waste was not collected. 

Based on our findings the 1st floor of the University Center generates on average about 81.8 pounds                 
of waste per day. Multiply that by about 150 schools days per year and that equals around 12,270                  
pounds or 6.135 tons) per academic school year. 

Our sorting resulted in an 8.8% decrease in weight when we sorted the contaminated recyclables               
(normally considered trash) into the commingled recycling category, mimicking what could have            
been recycled prior to contamination. As well as 21.8% decrease in weight sent to the landfill when                 
compostable materials were sorted out. 

The Islander Green Team volunteers were supplied with protective gloves, goggles and the Tyvek              
suits before dumping the contents of each garbage bag into trays and sorted the waste into the                 
following categories: 

● Commingled Recyclables- Clean plastics #’s 1,3,5 & 7, tin or aluminum, paper, cardboard 
● Contaminated Recyclables- Dirty plastics and containers that can be recycled after being 

washed 
● Trash- Non-recyclable plastic, Styrofoam, plastic films, plastic wrappers, non-recycled 

paper, glass, waxed paper 
● Compost- Food scraps, paper towels, coffee grounds/filters 
● Reusable- Items still in working condition 
● Techno-waste- Toner cartridges, media discs, cords and cables, etc. 

*The weight and volume of these materials was manually logged on data collection sheets on 10/26/19 
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Photo 2: Contaminated recyclables after they were washed. 

What We Learned 

This waste audit revealed many opportunities for the University Center to expand and improve its 
waste prevention, recycling and composting programs. 

Charts and tables illustrating the results of the waste audit are included at the end of this report. 
Based on this data, IGT will work with the University Center  in the planning to develop specific 
waste prevention education, recycling and composting program recommendations. Some of our key 
findings is that: 

➢ The 1st floor of the University Center sends a lot of waste to the landfill while the 
majority can be reused, recycled or composted. 
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● Overall, 33.9% by weight or 50% by volume) of the material we sorted is either 
reusable, recyclable or compostable; about 27.8 pounds or 17 gallons) that should not 
have to enter the landfill each year. 

 

➢ Food waste and paper products add up. 

● 21.8% by weight and 14.7% by volume of the total garbage is organic material 
including napkins and leftover rice and fries, as well as compostable paper containers. 
This is about 2,670 pounds or 750 gallons) generated per year that can be 
converted into soil-enriching compost. 

 

➢ Many reusable items were in good condition. 
● Reusable items found in the audit included exclusively unopened sauce packets. These 

items were not used in the first place. They were thrown away possibly because students 
grab too many sauces and don’t put the extras back.  

 

➢ Single use items by the hundreds 
● A large amount of plastic utensils were also found. While these items are considered 

trash, they can be replaced with reusable forks and knives to reduce waste. 

  

Notes 

● There was 3.8 pounds from the single bag we received from a recycling bin, this is 
negated as only 2 pounds was actually fit to be recycled and would have been, which is 
2.4% of the total weight 

● The amount of waste could have been relatively low due to the collection taking place on 
a Friday when the traffic is slower. 

● It should be noted that there was only one bag of recycling delivered to the sorting site. 
● Note that holidays can create more or less waste due to holiday activities. 
● There was a light bulb in the trash which is not meant for regular waste streams. 
● We did not include the amount of waste generated for performing the audit itself into our 

data graphs. Audit materials used include, Tyvek suits, gloves, and trash bags. 
● The commingled recyclable categories used during the audit followed the City of Corpus 

Christi’s website on how and what to recycle http://forward.cctexas.com/node/331. 
This is inaccurate because we do not have the same waste hauler as the city. To our 
knowledge, the university’s hauler recycles less types of plastic. 
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● There are 12,174 students enrolled during the time of the audit. 
● Some sources of error could include the clarification of what products go into which 

category. For example, napkins mostly went to the compost but some ended up in the 
landfill bucket. 

 

 

Picture 3: Volunteers after the audit, from left to right: Jessica Palitza, Elizabeth Moreau, 
Catana Faison, Elliot Leger, Nathan Chapman, Dominique Cuellar, & Roy Roberts 

 

GRAPHS/DATA BELOW 
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1st FLOOR UC WASTE 
BY WEIGHT 

(lbs.) TOTALS % OF MATERIAL 
COMMINGLED 
RECYCLABLES 3 3.67% 

CONTAMINATED 
RECYLABLES 6.2 7.58% 

LANDFILL 54 66.01% 
COMPOST 17.9 21.76% 

REUSABLES 0.6 0.73% 
TECHNO-WASTE 0.2 0.24% 
TOTAL WEIGHT 81.8 99.99% 

TOTAL RECYCLABLE 
& COMPOSTABLE 33.13% 

Table 1 (above). Displays the total waste (in pounds) collected and sorted 

1st FLOOR UC WASTE 
BY VOLUME 

(gal.) TOTALS % OF MATERIAL 
COMMINGLED 
RECYCLABLES 3 8.82% 

CONTAMINATED 
RECYCLABLES 7 20.59% 

TRASH 17 50.00% 
COMPOST 5 14.71% 

REUSABLES 1 2.94% 
TECHNO-WASTE 1 2.94% 
TOTAL VOLUME 34 100.00% 

TOTAL RECYCLABLE 
& COMPOSTABLE 44.12% 

Table 2 (above). Displays the total waste (in gallons) collected and sorted 
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